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Pay negotiations 2018-19: should we be outraged? 

It’s that time of the year again: the HE pay  

negotiations are in full swing and the consulta-

tive ballot will open soon. The initial Universi-

ties & Colleges Employers Association (UCEA) 

pay offer was 1.7% (or £350 whichever is the 

greater), which fell just a tad short of the UCU 

pay claim of 7.5% (or £1500 whichever is the 

greater). 

Following the last negotiation meeting at the 

10th of May, UCEA’s final offer is now 2% for 

staff on spine point 16 & above, and £425 for 

staff on spine point 15 and below.  

So should we be outraged?  

At the very least, a pay offer should match    

inflation, keeping inflation-adjusted salaries          

constant. As such, UCU argues that existing   

salaries should at least be increased by the RPI 

measure of inflation (which in March 2018 

stood at 3.3%). Additionally, UCU  argues that 

our  inflation-adjusted salaries (again using the 

RPI measure of inflation) have fallen by 17% 

since 2009. As such, an additional increase in 

pay is needed to start recouping this cumulative 

loss of inflation-adjusted pay since 2009. In this 

light, UCEA’s final offer of 2% would generally 

be  considered cause for outrage.  

However, UCU’s arguments contain several 
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These calculations are pegged to the  aver-

age pay in the sector (which according to 

the most recent THES survey was £40,449 in 

2015-16, corresponding to point 38, which 

is now £41,212). These calculations show 

that, since January 2008, our inflation-

adjusted salaries have fallen by 7.1% when 

using CPI as a measure of inflation, and by 

5.3% when using CPIH as a measure of   

inflation (compared to by 10.8% when using 

RPI as a measure of   inflation and by 4.9% 

when using RPIJ as a measure of inflation). 

Thus, to both match inflation and recoup 

the cumulative loss of inflation-adjusted pay 

over the last 10 years, our pay would need 

to   increase by at least 7.6% (when using 

the CPIH measure of  inflation). 

As such, even if we use a more accurate 

measure of inflation and a more reasonable 

benchmark year, UCEA’s pay offer of 2% still 

falls disappointingly short: it does not match 

inflation and does not address the cumula-

tive loss of income we have sustained over 

the last 10 years. Moreover, this pay offer 

comes at a time when universities are    

reporting record surpluses (3) and while VCs 

and senior management salaries continue 

to rise well above inflation (4). We should 

indeed be outraged. 

Bianca de Haan, Committee Member 

1. https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/
inflationandpriceindices/articles/
shortcomingsoftheretailpricesindex-
asameasureofinflation/2018-03-08  
 
2. https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1p6W1LMawhP_rAN5a7gncW1csIvvBMckz/
view 
 
3. https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/
publications/finances-2016-17 
 
4. https://www.timeshighereducation.com/
features/times-higher-education-v-c-pay-survey-
2018  
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flaws: Firstly, the RPI measure of inflation UCU 

likes to use has been shown to systematically 

overestimate inflation (1). Secondly, using 2009 

as a benchmark against which to measure 

today’s pay can be considered a bit unfair, as 

2009 was characterised by an  unusual  in-

crease in our inflation-adjusted salary. This 

was caused by a particularly generous pay 

increase of 5% in October 2008 combined with 

a period of deflation starting in the winter of 

2008/2009 due to the financial crisis. 

So how do things look when we use a better 

measure of inflation and a more reasonable 

benchmark year?  

CPI remains the most popular measure of  

inflation (which in March 2018 stood at 2.5%). 

CPI, however, does not account for changes in 

housing costs, which is a large expense in a 

typical household. Thus, in 2015, the UK Statis-

tics Authority introduced CPIH as a measure of 

inflation (which in March 2018 stood at 2.3%). 

CPIH, unlike CPI, takes into account housing 

costs and council tax. As such, this measure 

should most accurately (or least inaccurately) 

reflect changes in the cost of living (the poten-

tially even better measure known as RPIJ has 

been proposed, but is currently not in        

widespread use). Thus, to match inflation (and 

not lose pay in real terms), our pay would 

need to increase by at least 2.3%.  

And what about the cumulative loss of our 

inflation-adjusted salaries over the last 10 

years? When using a more accurate measure 

of inflation and the more reasonable bench-

mark of January 2008, do we still see this   

cumulative loss in income? Fear not, for I have 

done these calculations, with the help of data 

made publically available by Michael Otsuka (2).   
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Throughout the post-TxP era at     
Brunel, senior managers have used 
restructuring exercises as means   
toward cutting jobs.  This is not to say 
that Brunel has cut costs in the pro-
cess.  As far as the Brunel UCU 
Branch Committee have been able to 
ascertain, the creation of new posi-
tions in senior management – com-
bined with substantial, higher-than-
inflation pay rises for one or more 
senior managers – has essentially  
negated whatever loss in expendi-
tures Brunel might have achieved in 
their effort to make lower-level staff 
members redundant.  In any event, 
many Brunel employees will recall 
that, during the 2016-17 academic 
year, the Brunel UCU Branch led the 
way in fighting to minimise (if not to 
eliminate) the prospect of job cuts via 
restructuring exercises.  Our UCU 
Branch utilised Section 188 of the 
Trade Union Labour Relations 
(Consolidation) Act 1992, as well as 
redundancy guidelines from ACAS, in 
seeking to protect employees from 
job losses.  

Even as the Brunel UCU Branch were 
busy combatting job cuts during       
various restructuring exercises in 

2016-17, several of our Branch’s 

caseworkers became aware of an  

additional set of proceedings that 

senior managers increasingly have 

been using as means toward putting 

lower-level jobs at risk – namely, the 

proliferation of capability proceed-

ings.  Unlike restructuring exercises 

(which ostensibly target positions 

rather than employees per se),       

capability proceedings target individ-

ual employees who supposedly are    

unable to carry out their jobs.  More-

over, unlike restructuring exercises, I 

find it difficult to identify a specific UK 

employment law or ACAS document 

that provides clear-cut protection to 

employees who are subjected to   

capability proceedings.  The closest 

that ACAS comes to providing such 

protection for employees in general, 

to my knowledge, is a brief statement 

in the ACAS document on disciplinary 

and grievance procedures (i.e. capa-

bility proceedings should be            

governed by the same Code of     

Practice that ACAS has issued regard-

ing disciplinary and grievance        

proceedings). 

www.ucu.org.uk 
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From Restructuring Exercises to Capability  

Proceedings: Job Cuts by Any Other Name 
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Brunel’s increasing reliance on capa-
bility proceedings as means toward 
putting jobs at risk is especially      
concerning when one considers the 
rather flimsy grounds that are cited 
as “evidence” of employees’ lack of 
ability to do their jobs.  For example, 
failure to meet targets that have 
been set during professional develop-
ment reviews (PDRs) is sufficient – in 
the minds of certain senior managers 
– to justify the initiation of capability 
proceedings.  Remember the days 
when appraisals (as PRDs formerly 
were known) were framed as means 
toward “helping” employees reach 
their full potential?  Those days seem 
to represent a bygone era, in the  
experience of many employees in the 
post-TxP era at Brunel.  Fortunately, a 
ray of hope exists for those             
colleagues who have been (or may 
be) put at risk of losing their jobs via 
capability proceedings:  Although the 
UK government does not currently 
have anti-bullying legislation in place, 
ACAS does publish a policy booklet on 
bullying.  If employees can demon-
strate that they have been singled 
out unfairly (e.g., if they are held to a 
higher standard than their peers have 
been held), then targeted employees 

can use the ACAS documents on     

bullying and disciplinary/grievance 

procedures to fight back. 

If you are subjected to capability   

proceedings (which may be informal 

or formal), then please contact the   

Brunel UCU Branch Committee at 

your earliest convenience.  Both     

capability proceedings and restruc-

turing exercises possess the potential 

to result in job cuts. Thus, our Branch 

Committee are determined to      

challenge such threats wherever   

possible.   

Stanley Gaines 

Brunel UCU Branch Chair 

If you would like more information on 

the ACAS guidelines then please visit: 

ACAS—Bullying and harassment 

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?

articleid=1864 

Discipline and grievance - ACAS Code of 

Practice: 

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?

articleid=2174 

www.ucu.org.uk 
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From Restructuring Exercises to Capability  

Proceedings: Job Cuts by Any Other Name 
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If you are wondering what this means, or its 
relevance, the following section explains the 
remit of this legislation to live lectures: 

 

(2)In this Part — “performance” means — 

(a)a dramatic performance (which includes 
dance and mime), 

(b)a musical performance, 

(c)a reading or recitation of a literary work, or 

(d)a performance of a variety act or any similar 
presentation 

In addition, the JISC legal guide describes   
lectures as a 'live delivery' and 'dramatic  
communication to others of opinions, 
thoughts and interpretation'. 

Please also note the HEFCE guidelines on this 
issue (contained within 'Intellectual property 
rights in e-learning programmes' See Page 
14: http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/5972/1/06_20.pdf) 

Performers’ rights: 105. Contracts of employ-
ment with staff should make clear that they 
own the performers’ rights in any video or 
other recording of their own lectures or 
presentations. Exploitation of such materi-
als should only be undertaken by the HEI    
following negotiation of a licence from the 
member of staff. 

We hope this strengthens your understand-
ing if you wish to reserve your right to opt-out. 
We also hope this gives you some insight as to 
why the sector norm for HE institutions is to 
adopt opt-in and opt-out policies (not        
compulsory). 

You may remember that late last year (before 
the mountain that was the USS dispute!) we 
surveyed members on the new 'opt-out' policy 
position for Panopto/Lecture Capture.  One of 
the concerns raised by members was a form of 
local pressure applied against staff who 
wished to opt-out, in some cases in the form 
of a refusal. You may also remember the  THE 
article we circulated previously enti-
tled: ''Academics ‘must sign away authorship 
rights’ to recorded  lectures'' with this       
comment at the bottom of the article page: 

Lecturers have the option under law not to 
have their lectures recorded without their in-
formed consent. Even University of Notting-
ham managers cannot force their academic 
staff to sign away their rights under law. 

Brunel UCU Members may not be aware that 
there are legal frameworks that protect their 
rights when Lecture Capture policies are being 
developed and implemented. These rights are 
contained within the umbrella legisla-
tion Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 
(it is more exciting than it sounds). 

As well as relevant clauses on copyright, s.182 
of the CDPA (for short!) outlines the consent 
required for the recording of live performance. 
To view what is classed as an infringement, it 
literally only takes a moment to read the   
relevant section : 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/1988/48/section/182 

Lecture Capture and your Legal Rights  

https://owa.ucu.org.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=QR4AJXDE5gFPRJC7vPxW-bcXUkPiyZXuZjB4KPq9XWbGjkvypMDVCA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fprotect-eu.mimecast.com%2fs%2fJLwyClO5AhPWzxIq0Zvt%3fdomain%3ddera.ioe.ac.uk
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Brunel UCU Membership Survey on the 2018 Pension Dispute 
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 Detailed picketing arrangements 
 More Branch meetings 
 More guidance as to consequences 

of strike action at a local level 
 More local recruitment so that those 

taking strike action do not feel    
exposed and isolated 

 
It would help us greatly to improve in these 
areas if active members would consider 
becoming departmental Reps. Active 
Branches often have a Rep per department, 
which can help with local communications in 
several ways: 
 
1. Reps have access to membership 

lists for their own departments and 
can contact members directly 

2. Reps have local knowledge and know 
where to place relevant comms/
posters 

3. Reps can remind members of 
meetings / picketing arrangements 

 
Please do get in touch and volunteer for 
your department!  cmaxfield@ucu.org.uk 

  

 

A big thank you to all the members that      
completed our recent survey on the 2018  
Pension Dispute.  We had a very healthy     
response rate and the level of detail within the           
comments has enabled the Brunel UCU      
Committee to genuinely consider and digest 
the views of its members. 
 
We were expecting a range of views on UCU 
communications, both at HQ and Branch level, 
however there are significant themes that 
emerged from your responses, which will help 
us organise more effectively in the future 
should similar circumstances arrive. 
 
We were pleased to read that, overall, mem-
bers were happy with the tone and frequency 
of communications during the dispute, and that 
you found it useful to receive an alternative 
Branch perspective from the central emails. 
However, one reoccurring theme that         
members have commented upon was the need 
for enhanced organisation and details as to 
local action.  
 
In particular, members have requested: 
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Join UCU now, it takes only 10 minutes 

online: https://www.ucu.org.uk/join 

Alternatively you can ring the          

Membership Team: 0333 207 0719 

For those who are members, you  

can keep your membership information 

up-to-date by visiting the UCU website: 

 https://ucu.custhelp.com/app/utils/

login_form  

Join UCU today! 

Unions are effective through the strength of 

their membership. Members can contribute 

in ways that suit their personalities, spare 

time, skills and capabilities. All queries on 

this subject will be warmly welcomed: 

cmaxfield@ucu.org.uk               

Considering becoming a 

Rep? Communicating 

with members, 7 June 
If you are considering becoming a depart-
mental Rep but do not know where to 
start, there is no need to worry. You will 
find lots of support and training opportu-
nities within UCU. As well as support from 
your local Brunel UCU committee, the 
London region runs courses that will help 
you connect with Reps at other institu-
tions and learn more about the role. The 
next course that still has places available 
is Communicating with members: 

Date: 7 June 2018 

Venue: London 

Duration: 1 day 

Why attend: 

Communication is the key to an effective 
branch and to motivating member to  
action. This course is for branch reps who 
would like to look at how communication 
with members could be improved and 
developed to ensure greater involvement 
by members. 

Who should attend: 

Any branch rep or officer who is keen 
learn more about how to communicate 
effectively with members. 

What the course will cover: 

- the importance of member communica-
tion 
- campaign leaflets tips, hints, design and 
practice 
- newsletters templates and design 
- email etiquette 
- branch communication strategies. 


